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Acknowledgment of Country

We acknowledge the    
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where our 
centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to country. 
We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend that respect 
to all Aboriginal peoples. 
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths
5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• Progress notes

• National Quality Framework responsibilities plan

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Goal 1:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Learning Improvement Plan



Goal 1:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Learning Improvement Plan

Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4

Goal 2:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Learning Improvement Plan

Goal 3:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4

Goal 3:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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NQS links Task Steps involved Timeline Responsibility Resourcing Completed

National Quality Framework responsibilities 
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Learning improvement goal 1:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?

Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate
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Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 2:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 3:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Approved by director/principal

Approved by governing council chairperson

Approved by education director 

Approvals


	Service name: Robe Soldiers Memorial Kindergarten 
	Service approval number: SE - 00010857
	Text2: Boandik 
	Context: Robe Kindergarten is open during school terms on Wednesdays and Thursdays and Friday mornings of the odd weeks of term. Session times are 8:30  - 3pm on Wed/Thurs and 8:45 to 12:45 on odd week Fridays. Our planning and reflection staff meetings are held fortnightly after Friday session time, starting at 1:15.Parking is available at the service either in Victoria St or behind the kindergarten on the Robe Primary school oval. We are lucky enough to be co-located with both the school and the Child Care on Wheels (CCOWS) mobile child care service, supporting continuity of learning between the 3 services. The Robe CCOWS operates in our kindergarten building on the alternate days to our sessions (Monday, Tuesday and even week Fridays) and during the holidays. During our session times they are located in the RSL Hall attached to our building and we can transfer children into the service after session times. This provides valuable continuity of learning as children move between the kindergarten and child care programs.Our children begin kindergarten as a group at the beginning of the year and our enrolments hover between 12-16. We run a comprehensive pre-entry program in Terms 3 and 4 for children entering our service the following year. We actively encourage and plan regular connections and time together for our children and the JP class at Robe PS. This connection for continuity of learning runs all year round. We also involve the children from CCOWS wherever possible in appropriate kindergarten experiences.Robe Kindergarten has strong connections to the local community. We host a community playgroup on odd week Fridays of each school term.  
	Statement of Philosophy: Vision: Powerful Learners - Children have the dispositions to approach their learning and their future confidently.Values: Joyfulness, Wonder, CreativityOutdoor Learning and Nature PlayWe believe that children should spend most of their waking time outdoors and that learning outdoors provides many challenges and opportunities for involvement in real life learning. When learning outdoors children will:·         Take risks and learn to assess their abilities and limits·         Develop resilience and problem solving skills·         Engage with nature and learn to love and care for the environment·         Collaborate with their peers on projects that are meaningful and challenging·         Learn about sustainable practices in a natural and integrated way.Our image of the childWe believe that children are competent and capable learners with many skills, interests and abilities. They come to us with learning dispositions and preferences and we can support, extend and strengthen these within our learning environment. We endeavor to work closely with the families and carers of our children as their first educators. Children come to us with the culture of their family and we nurture, support and strengthen their home experiences. We believe that children need to experience the wonder of learning through play and that their natural curiosity, creativity and ability to experiment and problem solve is central to their learning. We believe that learning should be fun and joyful and that children need this fun and joy to learn in a positive environment. We value long periods of uninterrupted play, which support children to develop and extend theories and ideas about their learning. Documentation of learning allows children's voices to be heard. 
	Quality area 1: We strongly focus on children's agency and opportunity for freedom and choice in learning, to learn through play and to make decisions. We consider the environment to be the third teacher and continually reassess and work towards children having opportunities to select and source learning materials, to explore and investigate, indoors and outdoors. We believe strongly in supporting children to collaborate on ideas and projects, both spontaneously and intentionally. The EYLF is central to our planning cycle and is embedded in planning, learning and assessment/reporting. Our documentation reflects the 8 pedagogical practices and 5 outcomes with fortnightly links in our planning to both. Engaging in continuous critical reflection as a small staff team we communicate every day and with families about children's learning. We engage in more formal reflection during fortnightly planning and reflection meetings involving educators in reflecting on and planning for the program as well as having extended conversations about our understandings around; children's progress around the literacy and numeracy indicators, child development in relation to individual and groups of children, individual learning plans, individual and group learning observations, reflections on professional learning and its implications, planning for data and evidence, routines, learning environment organisation etc. These are all viewed through the lens of the EYLF as well as other lenses such as the NQF, the Indicators, the various scales in RRR, ECA code of ethics, DECD guidelines etc. Educators contribute to documentation in our indicators books, ILP's, learning folders, bookmaking observations and our programming and reflection floor book. We plan for big ideas and projects in a way that is open-ended, allowing children's interests and ideas. Children's voice within the program informs our work. We observe and listen closely to children and endeavour to `be in the moment' for shared sustained thinking. Our floor books record children's theories and inform the program. Daily routine is responsive to children's needs and allows for long periods of uninterrupted play. The work of the`Powerful Learners and Playful Pedagogies' project supports our engagement in deep learning, inquiry and critical reflection on environment and playful learning opportunities. We are intentional in our conversations and scaffolding children's learning in a planned and reflective way: asking open questions, encouraging collaboration between learners, being `stage managers'  intentionally adding resources as well as planning intentionally for discussions and teaching. We  respond to teachable moments building on children's understandings and `nudging' them towards deeper thinking. Story tables, book making, small world play, block play, 2D and 3D making and loose parts are open-ended opportunities for learning. These pedagogies form the basis for our practice. We provide many other learning experiences to extend children's imagination and understanding of themselves as a learner and the world around them. We endeavour to provide alternate world views and resources enhancing children's understanding of different cultures and voices, building experiences different to the small community that we live in. This includes consciously providing experiences of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture  - through resources, stories, books etc. We believe strongly that children are capable and competent learners and that they can make decisions and plans for their own learning. We support children to develop their understanding of the learning dispositions and we support them in their interactions with others to develop their skills of collaboration. We do this by talking with them at times when support is needed and helping them to discuss options and alternatives and provide individual encouragement and support to children when they are acquiring new skills or practising something they want to improve. We believe that risky play is essential for children to build resilience and persistence and we will support children to manage their own risks and to engage and to engage in physical experiences that challenge and stretch their learning about themselves. Assessment and planning for each child forms an integral part of our planning and reflection cycle. We document individual and group learning in our programming floor book and use these reflections to plan for future learning. We have individual learning plans which we discuss with families in an informal and formal way and set goals as a team for individual children as well as groups. We observe and record learning through photos, observations, anecdotes, learning stories, notes and reflection in our floor book and by collecting and annotating individual work samples. These are collected in the children's profile books which are available to families at all times and sent home at the end of each term with an opportunity for families to read the educators reflection on the terms learning for the children and to formally reflect on their own child's learning with them. Critical reflection on our assessment and planning is ongoing and is both informal and formal. Formal discussions are captured in our programming book.In order to promote continuity of learning, communication with other services is prioritised. Towards the end of each year the Director meets with the team leader from CCOWS to discuss children's interests, learning and capabilities and these are used to inform our planning. Educators actively encourage interactions with children attending child care and this helps to build relationships. We also meet with the JP teacher at Robe PS in Term 1 to discuss children's summative reports and to provide some information or answer any questions about the child and family. There is also an ongoing relationship with the JP class and school with visits back and forth continually planned for throughout the year. The JP teacher is involved in the Powerful Learners and Playful Pedagogies project and is part of the Coastal Cluster Inquiry group with the kindy and this provides opportunities for deep discussion around continuity of learning across both sites.Families are involved in communication around children's learning via the following methods; newsletter with curriculum report in each edition, profile books available (and formally at the end of each term), Parent Information Board  - displaying philosophy, QIP overview, program, community information, prescribed information etc., Community Floor book at the sign in desk as well as texts and emails during the term. We (all staff) also make it a priority to connect with all families at the beginning and end of each day  - whether it is just to say hello, to share information about the day and the learning, to ask questions and relay important details (such as an accident report or a particularly exciting bit of learning) and to listen to families queries, information and questions. Parents are also made aware that they can request a more formal conversation with the Director/Teacher around children's learning or development. This is conveyed in our Parent Information Pack, newsletters throughout the year, in our profile books and incidentally to all parents. We ensure that we engage with all families each week in many different ways and that we confidentially share information, as well as collaborate with them to ensure the best outcomes for all children. 
	Quality area 2: Each child's wellbeing and comfort is provided for, including appropriate opportunities to meet each child's need for sleep, rest and relaxation - Children encouraged to rest/relax/sleep if needed  - we have couches, quilts and cushions, soft toys etc. educators will set up rest areas where necessary  - parents are contacted if a child is unusually tired to discuss and seek advice. Educators talk with each other during the day about children's needs and work together to meet them. All children have the choice to play indoors and outdoors for most of the day and to choose to be alone or in a group  - quiet places are available both indoors and outdoors and children have the opportunity to set their own up eg. tent cubbies under the A-Frames  - we have lots of cushions (outdoor and indoor), mats, quilts, cubby making sheets and fabrics as well as giant pegs to enable children to build their own, Routines are flexible and responsive  - we have times of activity and quiet/relaxation during the day. Our Family tree provides children with a space to connect with their family photos. Toileting and Nappy Change procedure documented and followed by all educators  - we also have a vast collection of spare clothes for children to use during the day and families are actively encouraged to send their own from home  - privacy is supported by allowing children to use private areas to change in (such as the larger toilet cubicle or the office if available) We also have a box of towels and a large bowl to use for washing feet etc. after outdoor play. Children can choose to wear their shoes depending on the activity they are engaged in  - indoors and outdoors we support bare feet/socks as we believe children need to spend time without shoes to develop good foot health. Effective illness and injury management and hygiene practices are promoted and implemented - Food hygiene, storage and handling is promoted through posters and signs as well as routines such as handwashing and cleaning. Site policies and procedures alongside DECD policies and procedures are followed  - including injury management, cleaning of equipment, toileting and nappy changing, medication management etc. These are also available to our families via the Enrolment Pack and in hardcopy in the parent information folder. Handwashing prompts, Toileting and Nappy Change Procedure and cleaning roster are displayed in the bathroom Infectious diseases are managed by following DECD policy. Information for parents is sent home and displayed on the front door as required. The `You've got What?' resource is used for information. Exclusion periods are followed up with families. Medication is stored in the kitchen or office depending on storage needs. Health Care Plans are displayed on the office door. The Children's Health - medication management folder is stored in the 2nd drawer of the filing cabinet. Basic First Aid is always recorded on the sheets in the first aid cabinet. Families who have children with serious illness (eg. for the last three years we have had three children with Cystic Fibrosis) are in regular communication with us in order to monitor and manage health needs. We also liaise with the school around this. We had the CF nurse educator visit both sites to talk to the children and answer any questions. Children are closely monitored during the day when sick and staff consult each other and with the family if they need to be sent home. An incident report form is filled out if this happens. First Aid kits are inspected every 6 months and replenished. We have a portable First Aid Kit and Asthma Bag for excursions. Staff training is monitored and updated when necessary. Staff training records are kept in their own folders in the 2nd drawer of filing cabinet. All staff are trained in First Aid, Anaphylaxis and Asthma, RAN and have DCSI checks. Risk assessments are conducted about risky play, excursions, our outdoor loose parts and local walks.  Tissues and gloves are readily available in the bathroom and kindy room. Lunchboxes are kept in the fridge when necessary  - most families pack ice packs  - or fridge on very hot days. We organise visits from the local dentists each year and follow up with education around dental health. Handwashing and cough/sneeze procedures are discussed with and practiced by the children. Sun Smart procedures are followed by staff and children. We provide hats (washed regularly) for both staff and children  - families are also able to provide hats. Birth Certificates and Immunisation Records are collected upon enrolment and updated as necessary. Preschool CAFHS checks are organised and managed at the site  - families are supported to follow up any information/recommendations from the CAFHS Nurse. Healthy Eating and Physical Activity are promoted and appropriate for each child - Educators eat each day with the children and model good nutrition. Mealtimes are used as part of the program to encourage healthy and sensible eating, discussions about food and nutrition, social interaction and reflection on their learning experiences/plans for the next part of the day. We believe that eating together in a social and interactive way is a great way to build a sense of belonging, community and togetherness. Parents help out at mealtimes and this provides us with another way to get to know families as well as a positive experience for their own children. We have a gardening and cooking program that allows children to experience food from paddock to plate. We grow potatoes, strawberries, tomatoes, herbs and other seasonal vegetables throughout the year. Our mulberry tree allows children to pick, cook and eat the berries as well as providing the experience of watching the cycle of a deciduous tree. We value donations of fruit and vegetables from families and the community, we use these as well in our cooking program. All children are encouraged to participate in gardening and food preparation and to try the foods we produce. Water is available all day from the kitchen to refill water bottles. We have had a number of inquiry projects with the children into food and where it comes from. Last year we investigated farms and indigenous bush foods and visited a family farm and the Reedy Creek Nursery (which supplies indigenous bush food plants to Aboriginal Communities as well as fruit and other produce to restaurants). We also had a visit from and interviewed a local dairy farmer, providing us with the opportunity to try their amazing organic milk and to ask lots of questions. . These inquiries are well-documented in our floor books. Physical play and activity is promoted every day through our outdoor learning program. We encourage climbing, jumping, digging, building, running, gardening and helping with real jobs. We have a focus on risky play experiences such as tree climbing, rope building and swinging, using real tools as well as outdoor learning activities such as visits to the beach or lake and campfires in the kindy playground. Children are also able to access equipment such as balls, bats, basketball rings, golf sets etc. for other types of more structured active play. Indoors we use music, dress-ups, parachute, group games etc. to encourage active, creative dramatic play. Safety  - Each child is protected. Supervision - At all times reasonable precautions and adequate supervision ensure children are protected from harm and hazard - Responsive supervision for both indoor and outdoor learning is a priority  - we have an extra staff member employed after 10am each day to support our ability to supervise both areas at all times. Educators communicate regularly throughout the day to make sure both areas are covered. (eg. when handing over from inside to outside, taking a toilet break. Extra supervision is required for higher risk activities such as woodwork, glue guns, etc. Food handling and preparation is closely supervised by an educator. Excursions are planned in advance, all required paperwork is completed, risk assessments are carried out and educators/volunteers are made aware of their obligations and the program for the day. Educators debrief about excursions afterwards. Extensive and detailed information provided to families. Travel is made as safe as possible especially when travelling in private cars  - parents take their own children where possible, volunteer drivers are required to have screening checks, the safest route is chosen and discussed with all drivers, insurance and waivers are required. Booster seats are required for all car travel. Safety conversations are continually had with children  - where necessary whole group discussions will be used to ensure that all children have safety information. Sun smart policy is followed at all times  - both within the centre and when on excursions or local walks. Children who are resting or sleeping are checked regularly. Contractors and other visitors are signed in and supervised during their visits. Attendance records are kept each day and entered onto EYS  - parents and caregivers are required to sign their children in and out. Educators used a daily attendance book to record their arrival and departures. Daily safety checks are carried out by educators from CCOWS and kindy. More comprehensive checks are carried out each term. Dangerous and hazardous materials are stored securely. Power points have protective caps. Child safety locks are used on cupboards where necessary and other materials are stored in locked cupboards or in high storage areas Educators/parents heat lunches and check they are not too hot before serving. Safety cups are used by educators for hot drinks. The garden has been designed to ensure that poisonous and hazardous plants are not planted. Soft-fall is regularly replenished and this is a project that educators and children do together (last replenishment in 2017) If tall climbing equipment is used on the grass, mats are provided for safety. Hazards are reported on hazard management form in office  - Educators follow up in a timely manner
	Quality area 3: Robe Kindergarten is a well-equipped and inviting learning space both indoors and outdoors. Over the last 12 years a comprehensive program of improvement has been undergone. This has included an acoustic indoor upgrade installing acoustic ceilings, air conditioning, carpeting, new acoustic pin boards and renewal of lino as well as painting throughout. We also upgraded the bathroom and kitchen in 2014 removing dated and unhygienic fittings and floor covering as well as an asbestos partition. Families and the Governing Council have completed fundraising in conjunction with the Robe Bridge Club to provide funds to extend our verandah and to install storage cupboards and plastic blinds over the last 7 years. We also installed a dinghy and jetty/stage area in the outdoor area, which was co-designed by the children. The RSL who own our building have also replaced rotting wooden windows on 3 sides of the building as well as new front and office doors. During this time we have also installed 2 extra storage sheds for outdoor learning  - one located at the sandpit to enable children to access their own equipment. New furniture and equipment have also been purchased over this time including a new sign in desk and storage to provide a welcoming entrance for parents and community. The indoor learning environment is flexible and able to be moved around to create new spaces and learning areas.The outdoor learning area has many shady trees, a large covered pergola, dinghy and jetty as described above, cubby, swings and sandpit area, access to water, mud, grass and bark areas as well as vegetable gardens, a cubby and moveable mud kitchens. We have had a strong focus on the playful pedagogy around loose parts over the past 4 years and have added in rocks, sticks, logs and a loose parts resource cupboard. Our fences are safe and the back gate has recently been upgraded and replaced. There is ample equipment for all children to engage in play based learning and we ensure that children have access to the resources that they need to support and extend their ideas. We encourage all children to help with the gardening and yard maintenance (such as leaf raking or sweeping) as well as helping each day to take out the compost and feed the worms. Educators support children's learning about nature by involving them in planting and harvesting the vegetables and mulberries and to notice and care for living things in the environment. One of the children's favourite things to do is to make bird feeders for our yard and for the trees on the school oval. Educators also have a strong belief in risky play and support children's outdoor risk taking for example when tree climbing, using `real tools' or having a campfire. We work together with the children to set up and change the outdoor learning environment.Parents support our messy and sensory program by joining the laundry roster, dressing their children appropriately and sending along an extra change of clothes. We actively engage the children in sustainable activities with our composting, invention cupboard using reusable materials and our paper and cardboard recycling box. Children are encouraged to care for living creatures and we have a saying `We are an animal friendly kindy.' When we find creatures or evidence of creatures (such as spider webs) we encourage the children to observe, care for and release living things. As stated before our various vegetable and herb gardens provide opportunities for children to engage in planting, harvesting, preparing and eating food  - paddock to plate experiences. We also use the local natural environment to enhance the learning program visiting the beach and the lake and venturing further afield to farms and coastal settings. Last year we visited the Reedy Creek Nursery to learn about bush tucker as they grow and supply indigenous plant species to Aboriginal communities all over Australia.Where possible for outdoor learning we purchase high quality products made of natural materials or long lasting materials that will endure the high usage of both services (50 weeks per year). We use recycled materials for our art and inventing programs. Our local community is highly supportive of our centre and often supplies us with recycled and reusable resources  - for example the post office gives us packaging and paper, the local shoe and clothing store supplies us with shoe boxes and cardboard shirt packaging and the local electrician has supplied us with rope, spools and cable drums as well as large cardboard boxes. Our downlights were recently replaced with high quality and high efficiency downlights and this has reduced our cooling and electricity costs. Low energy bulbs have been installed in the other areas of the building and water efficient tap timers were installed during our bathroom upgrade.We share our site with the CCOWS mobile child care service and so this encourages us to store our resources in an organised and easy to access manner. Both services use the kindergarten room during the week and so our equipment needs to be easily packed up or covered. Our safety checks are conducted once a term for the outdoor learning area and daily checks are conducted by both services. Equipment is cleaned on a rotating basis and recorded in our cleaning register. Staff work together to clean and check indoor areas daily and children are encouraged to help with cleaning jobs where involvement can be part of the learning. Our learning environment allows for areas of quiet and busy play and encourages children to withdraw when they prefer to be quiet or other spaces where they can be active, noisy and busy. Children have access to the indoor and outdoor learning environments throughout the day. 
	Quality area 4: 4.1  - Staffing Arrangements  - Staffing arrangements enhance children's learning and developmentThe organisation of educators across the service supports children's learning and developmentEvery effort is made for children to experience continuity of educators at the service. We have had a stable staff team of Georgie Sneath and Sally Smith over many years  - both have been at the site since 2006 and 2004 respectively. Sandra Ludwig has been with us for the last 3 years and Kate Foreman has been our regular TRT and Friday teacher for 2 years after completing her student placement with us in 2016. Staff know each other well and support each other's differing strengths and skills. All staff are continuously supported to upgrade their qualifications and certificates in a cycle of learning. Georgie has also worked at Robe PS since 2006 and provides a link between us as well as continuity of learning/educator support across both sites. Kate has worked in both CCOWS and our service and so provided great support for children transitioning into kindergarten this year. Over the last 8 years the Governing Council have continuously funded extra staffing hours to support children's learning and to provide time for educators to meet on odd week Fridays for programming and critical reflection. This commitment has improved educator understandings and collaboration and has allowed growth in our planning and reflection cycle. Recently we presented our planning cycle to a partnership Learning Design and Reflective Practice day and this allowed us to both reflect on and to share the way that we plan, implement and reflect on our program. Kate Foreman has been employed on Fridays to support our playgroup as well as our programming and critical reflection meetings. When children are enrolled with additional rights we communicate and work actively with families and inclusion support services to plan for additional support from educators where necessary. If necessary new educators are recruited and supported with training if needed. In the last ten years we have supported 3 staff to attain their Certificate 3, worked with the Teachers Registration Board to help an interstate TRT gain her registration in SA and have supported Kate as a student and graduate teacher to develop her skills. PD plans are developed with each educator and continually updated and reflected on in an informal and formal way. Training and interests are followed up and supported with time and financial resourcing in order for staff to attend and implement their ideas4.2  - Professionalism  - Management, educators and staff are collaborative, respectful and ethicalProfessional Collaboration  - Management, educators and staff work with mutual respect and collaboratively, and challenge and learn from each other, recognising each other's strengths and skills.Professional standards guide practice, interactions and relationships.Educators at Robe Kindergarten have a strong culture of professional collaboration after years of appreciative inquiry projects  - both state wide and at site and partnership level. We have worked continuously on a range of projects and in some cases have worked with the school and child care services to provide a common understanding of pedagogy in order to build continuity of learning across all three services. Most recently all educators have been engaged in the Playful Pedagogies and Powerful Learners project over the last 4 years. This has involved work in small inquiry cluster groups, attending professional learning such as Matt Glover's bookmaking in 2017, attending innovation days with input from Lisa Burman and other educators across the Limestone Coast and in some cases presenting a learning circle. This has been complemented by attendance at Learning Design and Reflective Practice days in 2017 & 18 and by pupil free days organised by the centre educators. These inquiry projects are a real strength in our commitment to continuous improvement and building common understandings about learning. We also have fortnightly programming and reflection meetings where we meet to discuss children's learning, critically reflect on practice and to reflect on systems, routines and the learning environment. Educators come together with a real spirit of collaboration in a mutually supportive respectful environment. Each year we have had a big idea or focus for our learning  - for example Children's sense of agency, children's identity as a learner, powerful learners, dispositions for learning  - and this provides challenge and stretch for our thinking. This year our focus is deep dialogue = deep learning and looks at the connection between shared sustained dialogue, relationships with children, and the concept of companionable interactions with learning. Educators have worked together to understand the code of ethics from ECA, the NQF, the National Standards for teachers and leaders and the practice and principles of the EYLF and these guide our professional practice. Staff meetings and pupil free days provide opportunities for updates on DECD policies etc as well as a focus on WH&S and the development of our site philosophy and QIP. The site philosophy includes a statement about educators and this was developed collaboratively to provide guiding principles for our work.  An induction folder supports new educators accessing information about our service and DECD. Training needs and professional learning are continually reviewed and incorporated into planning. Pupil Free Days are used effectively to plan for learning, update training (such as first aid) and provide for site specific professional learning such as looking at the use of loose parts in our program and their relationship to numeracy learning, developing our new philosophy etc.  - see programming floor books for examples of this. 
	Quality area 5: Respectful and equitable relationships are maintained with each childResponsive and meaningful interactions build trusting relationships which engage and support each child to feel secure, confident and includedThe dignity and rights of every child are maintainedInteractions between children and educators are respectful  - educators take every opportunity to converse with children and to engage with them in a warm and interested way. Our philosophy guides our interactions and our documentation reflects the conversations and involvement we have with children's theories and ideas. These are often recorded in learning stories or in the floor book. Educators focus on open ended questioning and dialogue in order to value these theories. Children are encouraged to engage in decision making about their learning and the learning environment in order to further support their sense of agency and independence. Educators are responsive to these. We have a small number of children each year - 10  - 15 and this allows us to get to know them and their families extremely well. Our transition program is extensive and occurs over 6 weeks to support us getting to know children. Educators have used our inquiry projects as a way of exploring and developing their understanding of children as competent and capable learners. Last year we looked at the QA 5 self-review resource from the NQS to develop a common understanding of how to build quality relationships with children. This gave rise to much discussion of evidence of our focus on quality relationships. This has led to our focus on deep dialogue and sustained shared thinking. Educators are careful when observing children at play in order to not interrupt too much the flow of conversation and play between the children. We intentionally think about when to converse and when to just observe. Long sustained periods of play allow for the development of ideas and the extension of these ideas by both children and educators. Routines are flexible to support this. Mealtimes are a lovely part of the day when we have time to have longer uninterrupted conversations with children. All educators sit with the children and parents help with the mealtime supervision and cleaning to support this.Our wellbeing policy (alongside our philosophy) guides our interactions with children and advocates for support during times of frustration. Educators actively engage with children to support them to make decisions about how to get along with others, to share, to understand the concepts of equity and fairness and to teach them the skills of collaboration. Educators are calm, patient, understanding and reassuring at times of distress or anger. We discuss the importance of empathy and reparation during times of conflict. We use behaviour strategies such as `safe hands, safe feet' and `Stop I don't like it when you …' for children to understand behaviour and we used targeted strategies for different children's needs. ( for example we developed safe hands, safe feet picture lanyards for a child who needed support with anger management) We guide behaviour in order to develop children's self-regulation.All educators are active community members and often have relationships with the children before they come to kindy. Sharing the building with CCOWS helps us also with developing relationships with the younger children. We also host the community playgroup and this allows us to develop relationships with children who may not access child care. Continuity of learning is valued between CCOWS and kindy. We have worked on communication and common pedagogies between the two services. The sharing of the building and play area is a strong support for positive transition between the two services. Parent Questionnaires, interviews and informal conversations support understanding of children's home experiences and knowledge. Our family tree allows educators to get to know family structures and interests. Support for children with additional needs is responsive and targeted. We work with families to develop plans and referrals. We make adjustments where necessary such as the use of picture cues for routines etc. We actively try to ensure that we have enough resources for each child to allow for all children's needs and to minimise frustration. Educators will source extra resources where needed if there is a particular area of interest or a popular type of play. We also reflect children's home cultures and experiences through our resources, books and learning provocations. (for example when we had a child from an Indian background we purchased and sourced resources that reflected Indian culture) Each child is supported to build and maintain sensitive and responsive relationships - Children are supported to collaborate, learn from and help each other. Each child is supported to regulate their own behaviour, respond appropriately to the behaviour of others and communicate effectively to resolve conflict.Educators have used the Active Learning environment tool from RRR to reflect on the learning environment and how to promote children's sense of agency. A focus on the learning dispositions in Domain 3 has led to common understanding of what they look like in play and therefore the ability of educators to support and strengthen them. Plenty of space, resources and many different areas in which to play and learn have allowed children to collaborate and cooperate without being on top of each other. Educator tours of other sites in 2014 and 2016 have allowed us to reflect on and adjust our learning environment. We also use the school oval and play areas to provide other spaces for learning.The family tree supports children's understanding of each other's family and provides a touchpoint for children to connect with their family. The Wellbeing policy as described above has been reviewed by educators and parents in 2016 and is reflected upon and discussed by children where needed. Our key themes are `Be Safe' and `Take Care' and a discussion about these is conducted in term 1 and recorded in the floor book. We believe that behaviour is a form of communication and that we need to observe and react sensitively to children's bids for support in times of frustration. Continuity of learning across child care and school is highly valued and supported throughout each year  - not just at times of transition. Having extra educators rostered on during the day allows for time to interact and respond to children and to scaffold their learning about self-regulation, empathy and respect. It also allows for ongoing projects to be supported and resourced  - collaboration, planning, problem solving and decision making are skills and dispositions that are actively encouraged and supported. Educators actively point out and encourage moments when children demonstrate these dispositions in everyday play. Children are encouraged to engage in real-life jobs that contribute to the whole life of the centre  - cooking, gardening, fixing things, moving bark chips, pruning etc. are seen as opportunities to build a sense of belonging to our community.  
	Quality area 6: Respectful relationships with families are developed and maintained and families are supported in their parenting role - Families are supported from enrolment to be involved in the service and to contribute to service decisions - The expertise, culture, values and beliefs of families are respected and families share in decision making about their child's learning and wellbeing - Current information is available to families about the service and the relevant community services and resources to support parenting and family well-being         Families contribute photos to our family tree. A family transition meeting is held in Term 3 to welcome families to the centre. 2017 - 19  Children's Week grants we used for a morning tea for new families to the centre. A parent questionnaire and literacy and numeracy quilt is sent out with the enrolment pack to gather information. Robe Community Playgroup is hosted each fortnight at the kindy so that we can build connections with families that don't use the child care service. Families are welcomed each day of transition and conversations are prioritised to enable getting to know new families. This continues throughout the year as educators prioritise conversations and try to connect with all families at the beginning and end of each day. Governing Council is actively promoted in all newsletters and correspondence (emails) before the AGM and families are supported to join by providing for flexible meeting times which suit members  - in 2018 almost 50% of our families are represented on Governing Council. Governing Council contributes and comments on the QIP at their meetings. A QIP update is provided in each Directors Report to the meeting and published in the Community Floor Book. All parents are asked to contribute feedback on some GC items and initiatives  - eg last year all families received a copy of the draft philosophy and were asked to comment  - families are always asked to provide feedback on new/revised policies before they are ratified by GC. Families support our program by helping with lunches, laundry and other voluntary roles. Families are also invited to contribute to our program by proving experiences for children  - we have already organised a visit to one of the families who own the local pizza restaurant to make pizzas as part of our cooking program. Families are encouraged to stay in the mornings or come early in the afternoons to see the program in operation. They are also welcome to ring during the day to find out how their child is if separation has been an issue. Educators will ring or text photos of the children at play to reassure parents if they are concerned. Our community floor book is always on display near the sign in desk so parents can see what has been happening in the curriculum  - this is regularly updated and contains newsletters, Governing Council reports, newspaper articles, photos and curriculum links as well as group learning stories. Newsletters are sent out 3 times a term, emails are used to remind parents of dates etc. coming up, text messages may also be used to communicate with families  - both formal and informal. The kindergarten has a new website  - a professional photographer was employed to ensure that the website was welcoming and inviting. In the past we have provided information in other languages  - although this has been rare as the Robe population is relatively homogenous. We always try to connect with families from different cultures and to include them in our program. This is done in a responsive and individualised way. Policies and procedures are provided in enrolment packs, hard copies are available at the sign in desk and the web-links to DECD policies and procedures are provided to all families. Family members, extended family and community members are invited to attend events  - eg. each year a community Biggest Morning Tea is held for the Cancer Council. Educators share information at the end of each day with families about their child. Formal interviews and meetings are offered in parent packs, newsletters and in the child's profile book. Learning stories are shared via email with family members who do not live in Robe. Parents are encouraged to give feedback to their child/educators in the profile books at least once per term. Families are welcome to ring the Director with any questions or concerns they may have. The Directors mobile number is provided to all families to ensure smooth lines of communication at times of need. The parent information board contains information about community events, parenting information, etc. We also include community information in our newsletter. We have a parent library and if parents are asking for individual information about parenting concerns or ideas we will source and provide them with articles or books to look at.  The Director will provide time to parents for individual conversations about their child and parenting concerns and offer responsive information. The Robe Little Ones Facebook page is used to communicate information about the Community Playgroup and parenting ideas/info. We refer to community services such as CAFHS, Community Health, Learning Together, DECD Support Services in consultation with families. We also source and provide information about other available community services  - we receive the weekly email update from the Community Round Table in Mount Gambier and share any relevant information with our families. We also receive and share the term planner from the Mount Gambier Children's Centre. Our families are relatively isolated from services and an individual approach to support is necessary depending on families ability to travel and access services. In 2017 we held two parenting information nights in conjunction with other services. The first was an Anxiety workshop presented by `Smiles all Round'  - a child psychology service in Naracoorte and was held at Robe PS with support from Kingston Community School and Kangaroo Inn Area School. The second was a CAFHS webinar `Toddlers and Big Feelings' presented in conjunction with CCOWS, with the CAFHS nurse from Kingston in attendance to support families and answer any questions.Collaborative partnerships enhance children's inclusion, learning and well-being - Continuity of learning and transitions for each child are supported by sharing information and clarifying responsibilities - Effective partnerships support children's access, inclusion and participation in the program - The service build's relationships and engages with its community         We work closely with CCOWS and Robe PS to support continuity of learning and sharing of information across all three services. The Robe PS JP staff member meets with the Director throughout the year to plan for visits and events as well as the transition program. Information is shared with families in a timely manner so they can plan for transition visits in advance. Wherever possible school and kindy staff attend training together to ensure that pedagogy can support continuity. Work in the Results Plus Cluster group has enabled critical reflection on practice across the two sites. Constant communication between CCOWS and kindy staff is enabled by the shared site. We have also had some learning days together and Sally has presented at a staff learning day for CCOWs as well as some of their staff meetings. Excursions are carefully planned in order to support children who may not be as confident. Parents are encouraged to attend with us if their child needs extra emotional support or care. Profile books and summative reports are shared with the school JP teacher to ensure that information about the child is available at the beginning of the year  - a copy of the summative report is also provided for their file at school. Attendance sheets are signed each day by parents/caregivers twice each day as well as staff. Children are only released to nominated persons and parents are encouraged to ring the centre if this changes during the day. All children are supported in a responsive way to access the service. If required individual plans for access and support are developed, parents are also supported where necessary (eg. we have organised a DECD social worker to work with a family to support learning at home, families have been referred to Learning Together at home where there are younger siblings.) We work with the school to support transition where there are additional needs. A transition meeting will be organised with parents and support staff as well as other stake holders to make plans for moving on to school. If necessary follow up meetings are arranged (eg. to support the children with cystic fibrosis) as well as education for the children in the school or kindergarten if necessary. Routines and the learning environment are aadjusted where necessary (eg. meal time plans, procedures and risk assessments for a child with severe anaphylaxis  - designed in conjunction with parents) Training for staff to support understanding/knowledge about needs  - work with staff to ensure that our resources reflect our community. Local community links include  - working closely with the RSL to maintain the leased kindy building and to ensure equity for the kindy with the co-located CCOWS service, linking with the local bridge club to use their annual tournament as a fundraising opportunity, linking with local businesses to source materials, experiences & excursions.  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspectives included in programming where ever possible. Resources sourced to support indigenous perspectives.  
	Quality area 7: Governance supports the operation of a quality service - A statement of philosophy guides all aspects of the service's operations - Systems are in place to manage risk and enable the effective management and operation of a quality service - Roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and understood and support effective decision making and operation of the service     Our statement of philosophy was reviewed by staff, Governing Council, families and community in 2017. Children were asked to contribute their ideas with their favourite places to be and things to do at preschool. A pupil free day was planned to provide staff with time to discuss and reflect on the development of the philosophy. Risky play was actively promoted with families to ensure support for our outdoor learning program. The philosophy is included in enrolment packs, enrolment packs, displayed at the centre and forms the centre of plans for the educational program. Systems are in place to ensure records are kept confidential, risk management assessments are conducted in a timely manner, the STAR WH&S system is consistently kept up to date by the Director and all tasks are actioned, a WH&S section is included at every staff meeting, Financial systems are comprehensive and monitored monthly by the Director, finances are reported on at each GC meeting, staffing is consistently organised and systems in place to ensure that continuity of staffing is maintained. Collaboration with both CCOWS and Robe PS ensures that Robe Kindy is at the centre of the provision of quality early childhood education in Robe. The Director has been part of the South East Coast and Vines partnership executive for 4 years ensuring knowledge of current thinking within the partnership. Working closely with the Education Director, Principal Consultant and Early Childhood Leader over these years has ensured a strong working relationship with the Regional Office. GC reports against the NQS ensures that a continuous cycle of improvement is relayed to parents. Communication systems are clear with staff and with parents ensuring that information is shared in a timely manner. We have ensured that our TRT staff have been consistent over the last 3 years  - booking in advance, budgeting for and supporting extra time for administration has ensured that our children have access to a regular relief staff member. Any big changes in the service are planned for well in advance and implemented in a planned way  - for example the introduction of Universal Access and change in days for child care and kindy, the introduction of Single Intake to school  - and the community is kept well informed of the implications for their childrenEffective leadership builds and promotes a positive organisational culture and professional learning community - There is an effective self-assessment and quality improvement process in place - The educational leader is supported and leads the development and implementation of the educational program and assessment and planning cycle - Educators, coordinators and staff members' performance is regularly evaluated and individual plans are in place to support learning and development   Improvement plans are created and enacted each year. Educators work together to identify areas for improvement and to develop the plan together. This includes a plan for professional learning, data and evidence collection and for individual learning of educators. A plan is developed for the professional learning for the year  - especially for the 4 pupil free days. The Director has been part of the Results Plus initiative for 4 years. This is in the role of EY Results Plus Mentor across the SECAV partnership and includes close work and planning with the mentors from the 2 neighbouring parterships, the Early Childhood Leader and critical friend Lisa Burman (educational consultant). This has enabled work across the partnership and portfolio to become integral to our work at Robe as part of the Powerful Learners and Playful Pedagogies project. This has enabled educators to develop their professional knowledge about pedagogy and practice and to have a systematic approach to professional learning over 4 years. The Director has presented at many workshops and conferences with support from staff to enable us to share our good practice. (eg. LDARP days, Innovation Days, Literacy and Numeracy Expo in Adelaide) Our staff presented our planning cycle to the LDARP day at the end of 2017. GC has supported extra staffing hours for the last 4 years to enable staff to me. et together on odd week Fridays for professional conversations, planning, programming and critical reflection. During this time documentation of staff learning and reflection has become increasingly sophisticated and reflective of our conversations and collaboration. EYLF, NQS and the Literacy and Numeracy Learning Indicators provide the framework for learning discussions as well as other information and documents where necessary. Pupil free days are also used to ensure common understanding between educators. In 2016 the Director gained a Graduate Diploma in Strategic Leadership (which used current work as basis for assessment) and this year is undertaking the Agile Leadership program as part of the partnership initiative.PD is reviewed six monthly with all staff and plans are put in place to meet needs for training and development. With a small staff team constant feedback is possible during the day and during our planning meetings. This year we are looking at educators stories of learning and teasing out the language, learning opportunities, links to curriculum and possible questions or lines of development from those. This enables staff to have feedback as a group from their peers about learning observations.   
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	Challenge of practice 1: If we implement our common agreement around numeracy vocabulary and concept development and a consistent approach to educators supporting children's conversations and communication then we will improve the children's ability to describe their learning and express their ideas in a more complex way. 
	Actions goal 1_1: Continue to refine our common agreement around numeracy and the vocabulary, experiences and concepts involved. (building on from 2019) Improve educators ability to observe, notice and name children's learning against indicators and processes
	NQS link goal 1_1: NQS 1.3.1 4, 5
	Timeline_goal 1_1: review and refine in week 7 of each term
	Resources goal 1_1: Numeracy GuidebooksLDAR work from 2019Pupil Free Days Jane Lemon PLCS 
	Actions goal 1_3: Aim for high quality, intentional interactions with children around numeracy 
	NQS link goal 1_3: NQS 1.2.1, 1.3.24, 5
	Actions goal 1_2: Support our younger children (Aboriginal 3 year olds) to develop their vocabulary and numeracy knowledge by providing targeted small group work 
	NQS link goal 1_2: NQS 1.1.2, 4, 5, 7
	Timeline_goal 1_2: Ongoing - monthly reflect/reviewby Term 4 (and into 2021)
	Resources goal 1_2: extra ECW staffing hoursspeech and language supportSpeech Pathologists
	Responsibility goal 1_2: Sally Smith
	Responsibility goal 1_1: Sally Smith to lead learning 
	Timeline_goal 1_3: by Term 4
	Resources goal 1_3: Reflection and planning meetings - intentional planning for numeracypurchasing resources to supportplanning added to prog. proforma
	Responsibility goal 1_3: all educators - fortnightly planning and reflection meetings
	Actions goal 1_4: Inform parents about our common agreement, increase parent understanding about vocabulary around numeracy, highlight the experiences, vocabulary and intentional teaching - examples of practice in newsletter, in displays, in floorbook
	NQS link goal 1_4: NQS 1.3.3
	Timeline_goal 1_4: all year - ongoing
	Resources goal 1_4: Newsletters, displays, floorbooksInformation session if necessary half way through year
	Responsibility goal 1_4: Sally Smith
	Success criteria goal 1: Children are engaging in more complex verbal interactions around numeracy experiences with peers and educators - as evidenced by video data, learning stories, floor book recordings of conversations as well as other pedagogical documentation Parents are engaging with our information and displays around numeracy - asking questions or contributing their own observations of their children.
	Goal 1:  Children show increased numeracy vocabulary development and improve on their ability to produce complex sentences which describe their learning. 
	Meeting date goal_1_1: Week 3 Term 1
	Implementation goal 1_1: Subitising article and staff brainstorm about opportunities to extend this in children - reflection meeting - development and ordering of resources Extra ECW hours staffed - 2 hours extra per week over the whole year
	Impact goal 1_1: adding numeracy and literacy section to prog. proforma has increased intentionality
	next steps goal 1_1: Chapter 4 article Maths is all around you - staff to read and reflect on
	Meeting date goal_1_2: End Term 1 (COVID 19 Pupil Free Days)
	Implementation goal 1_2: Reflection on terms numeracy learning - plan to focus on STEM in Term 2 - developed plan for experiences and provocations in STEM Program for Term 1 virtually ended in Week 8 with COVID 19 - numeracy experiences provided in take home bags
	Impact goal 1_2: Intentionality around numeracy vocabulary and conceptsParent contact limited from Week 8 - use of Facebook page to share numeracy ideas and information about Indicators
	next steps goal 1_2: Develop Term 2 program - share with staff Continue to use Facebook page to share information with parentsConnect via email - newsletters and numeracy information
	Meeting date goal_1_3: Term 2 STEM focus Week 4 review
	Implementation goal 1_3: Intentional planning and implementation of STEM program Reflection on vocabulary in learning stories by educatorsIndividual learning plans developed for each Aboriginal learner - individual learning at home pack for Aboriginal child with speech and language needs - support for parent via phone
	Impact goal 1_3: Children engaging actively in STEM learning - demonstrating increased vocabulary - especially in block building and Rube Goldberg investigationsBT improved speech - 2 -3 word sentences - approaching adults
	next steps goal 1_3: Continue STEM work, develop some vocabulary lists around STEM experiencesReview our STEM program using audit tool (begun)
	Meeting date goal_1_4: Term 3 - Pupil Free Day Reflection Meetings
	Implementation goal 1_4: PLC focus - numeracy vocabulary and comprehension    Numeracy observations - stickers for recording anecdotes and children's learning (short - 1 sentence
	Impact goal 1_4: Kindy children to visit the R-1 classroom in small groups (during transition to kindy visits)staff committed to at least 2-3 numeracy learning observations per day - analyse with indicators eg. Archer
	next steps goal 1_4: Work with Robe PS - meetings on Thursdays 3 times term 
	Meeting date goal_1_5: 
	Implementation goal 1_5: 
	Impact goal 1_5: 
	next steps goal 1_5: 
	Challenge of practice 2: If we implement a more consistent approach to documentation of numeracy learning for all learners, which supports each educator to engage regularly in the process then we will improve our ability to notice and comprehensively document children's learning across all 4 indicators and all nine numeracy processes and our ability to extend each child individually
	Actions goal 2_1: Investigate further possible ways of documenting children's numeracy learning - whole staff approach and agreement 
	NQS link goal 2_1: 1.1.11.2.11.2.21.3.1, 1.3.2
	Timeline_goal 2_2: by mid Term One
	Actions goal 2_2: Produce a proforma that supports numeracy observations of one indicator - trial with all staff - evaluate and adjust
	Actions goal 2_3: Numeracy Professional Learning - use professional learning resources to support educators understanding of the importance of building early number sense - professional learning  
	NQS link goal 2_3: 1.3.2 4.2.17.2.2
	NQS link goal 2_2: 1.1.2
	Resources goal 2_1: reflection meetingssharing documentation ideas with other sites 
	Timeline_goal 2_3: leading up to Term Two
	Responsibility goal 2_3: Sally SmithECW's
	Responsibility goal 2_2: Sally Smith
	Resources goal 2_3: Numeracy Guidebook Big Ideas in number,Trust the CountWe are all powerful mathematiciansPupil Free Day term 4 2019
	Resources goal 2_2: staff planning - Pupil Free Day (T4 2019)
	Timeline_goal 2_1: ongoing throughout 2020
	Actions goal 2_4: Reflection Meetings - set aside time each fortnight for reflection and discussion on children's numeracy learning - use different ways to record examples for discussion
	NQS link goal 2_4: 1.3.11.3.2
	Timeline_goal 2_4: ongoing in 2020
	Resources goal 2_4: Time at reflection meetingsvideos, observations, photos, anecdotal stories
	Responsibility goal 2_1: All educators
	Responsibility goal 2_4: All educators
	Success criteria goal 2: All educators have built a common understanding around early number sense and numeracy development All educators have contributed to the development of a consistent approach to documenting numeracy learning All educators are contributing to and reflecting upon documentation of all children's learning in all four indicators and nine processes 
	Goal 2: Support children's increasing capacity to successfully engage in the numeracy experiences (both incidental and planned) within the learning program
	Meeting date goal_2_1: End Term 1 (COVID 19 Pupil Free Days)
	Implementation goal 2_1: All staff involved in reflection on each child's learning - all staff contributing to conversation and recording around numeracy and literacy indicator learningCOVID 19 impacted the learning program from Week 8 onwards
	Impact goal 2_1: Can see more evidence of educator understanding of numeracy indicators - intentional teaching in the momentEducators enacting planned experiences - using mathematical vocabulary 
	next steps goal 2_1: Develop recording proforma for one indicator as planned - spatial thinking? to relate to our STEM topic
	Meeting date goal_2_2: Week 4 Term 2
	Implementation goal 2_2: Extra staffing is supporting reflection and recording STEM audit tool provided points of reflection - documentation is an area of growthSTEM program providing a way for children to engage in more varied numeracy experiences
	Impact goal 2_2: Learning stories and recording of children's numeracy interactions Recording of numeracy via video - share with parents on Facebook page
	next steps goal 2_2: Find a webinar or online learning program for numeracy as we are unable to access trainingPLC - inquiry around documentation of numeracy learning  
	Meeting date goal_2_4: Term 3 
	Meeting date goal_2_3: 2.7.20 
	Implementation goal 2_3: Pupil Free Day - Professional learning - 2 webinars Reviewed Aboriginal Learner Trackers -areas to focus on for each learner 
	Impact goal 2_4: 
	Impact goal 2_3: Educator understanding of numeracy and STEM within the program increasedAll 3 Aboriginal Learners making progress according to trackers
	Implementation goal 2_4: Trust the Count focus Jane Lemon - PLC day - planning with Robe PS
	next steps goal 2_3: Learning with Jane Lemon - Term 3 - preparing for PLC
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	Goal 3: Goal 3 goes here 
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	NQS link 1: QA 3 QA 6
	Task 1: Review Comprehensive Playground Check Engage Governing Council and children in planning and fundraising for watercourse and pump
	Step 1: 
	0: Develop action plan to enact recommendations
	1: Governing Council discussion and create plan for the year
	2: 
	3: Recruit possible candidates - discuss with current staff
	4: Seek possible TRT staff 
	5: 
	6: Reconciliation Week - what does reconcilation mean? Develop children's acknowledgement of countryRAP started - Floorbook recording of children's thinking
	7: Indigenous perspectives included in programming each fortnight 
	8: Working with Aboriginal parents - indigenous garden, art projects
	9: 
	10: 
	0: 
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	Timeline 1: 
	0: Term 1
	1: Term 1 & 2
	2: 
	3: Term 2 & 3
	4: Early Term 1 
	5: 
	6: Mid - end Term 2
	7: ongoing
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	Responsibility 1: 
	0: Sally Smith
	1: Sally SmithKimberley Austin (Chair)
	2: 
	3: Sally Smith
	4: Sally Smith
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	6: Sally Smith - educators
	7: all educators
	8: Sally Smith
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	Resourcing 1: 
	0: Working Bee (one family)Outdoor Maintenance Budget
	1: Funds raised in 2019 + 2020Working Bee 
	2: 
	3: Time
	4: Time
	5: 
	6:  TimeTRT days
	7: Budget for additional resources $800
	8: Rocks, acrylic paint, bush tucker plants
	9: 
	10: 
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	1: 


	Completed 1: 
	0: Term 1 school holidays
	1: Working Bee held Term 3 hols
	2: 
	3: No longer needed
	4: 7.2.20
	5: 
	6: Floorbook evidence
	7: Resources purchased 
	8: Term 4 
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	NQS link 2: QA 4
	Task 2: Succession Planning for ECW  TRT recruiting
	NQS link 3: QA 5 & 6 
	NQS link 4: 
	Task 3: Reconciliation Action Plan
	Task 4: 
	LIP goal 1 progress:  We have developed a common agreement around the types of experiences we want to expose children to and the types of vocabulary that we can use with them within each indicator. We have increased our resources and equipment that link to mathematical learning and children are using these in their everyday play. Educators are using intentional teaching moments - both planned and spontaneous - to extend children's vocabulary using the correct terms. We have also been using the language of the processes and this has been observed being used when children are describing their learning. Evidence gathering has included: observational notes linked to the indicators, video analysis, learning stories and displays for parents.
	LIP goal 1 enablers: Book club - using the book 'Maths is all around you' as a mentor textSTEM audit and 'Stem Detectives' resourcePupil Free Days - learning around numeracy - going narrow and deep Focussing on numeracy learning for educators over two years - looking deeply into and concentrating on one indicator at a timeLearning in 2019 with Jane Lemon - building on this within our PLC work this year
	LIP goal 1 inhibitors: Time to reflect on and analyse children's learning - lots of interruptions to our fortnightly Friday reflection meetings - we have mitigated this somewhat by have two pupil free days to concentrate on numeracy
	LIP goal 1 recommendations: Extend our focus on vocabulary development to other areas - Oral language Pilot Project and work with Robe PS in 2021
	LIP goal 2 progress: Educators have a clearer and more extensive knowledge of the concepts involved in mathematical learning after our focus over two years. This (as described above) has let to more intentional teaching and learning across the numeracy indicators and using the language of the mathematical processes.Purchasing and making extra numeracy equipment and resources has helped to extend the experiences we can give children within the program. Access to this equipment in our literacy and numeracy resource cupboard has been essential to children's playful experimentationOur focus on STEM alongside our numeracy learning has also extended opportunities for children to engage in STEM learning both indoors and outdoors. Educators have become more adept at noticing the possibilities for STEM and numeracy concepts and processes to be extending within everyday play. 
	LIP goal 2 enablers: Building common understandings and agreementsEngaging in professional learningStaying focused over 2 years
	LIP goal 2 inhibitors: Time to share professional knowledge/reflection (see above)
	LIP goal 2 recommendations: Expand our focus to include literacy agreements and learning.
	LIP goal 3 progress: 
	LIP goal 3 enablers: 
	LIP goal 3 inhibitors: 
	LIP goal 3 recommendations: 
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